306.3 F733s1. **Stolen into Slavery** by Fradin, Judy and Dennis

623.4 S54b 2. **Bomb: The Race to Build and Steal the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon** by Sheinkin, Steve

F W3394k 3. **Drama** by Telgemeier, Raina

F W3394k 4. **Kizzy Ann Stamps** by Watts, Jeri Hanel

F L5755L 5. **Lions of Little Rock** by Levine, Kristin

F H912o 6. **One for the Murphy’s** by Hunt, Lynda Mullaly

F B898L 7. **Laugh with the Moon** by Burg, Shana

F M574c 8. **Cinder** by Meyer, Marissa

F St522r 9. **Raven Boys** by Stiefvater, Maggie

F K563i 10. **Insignia** by Kincaid, S.J.

F So59c 11. **Curveball: The Year I lost My Grip** by Sonnenblick, Jordan

F M429s 12. **Second Chance Summer** by Matson, Morgan

F B234s 13. **Shadow and Bone** by Bardugo, Leigh

F N38f 14. **The False Prince** by Nielsen, Jennifer A.

F C188d 15. **Dragonswood** by Carey, Janet Lee